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Abstract
A number of social and political actions have been strengthened and potentiated by internet support, with use of its network architecture to disseminate information, promote collective
discussion and support activism. In order to discuss how internet tools can contribute to political and social participation in Brazil, were identified on two websites: Vote na Web (Vote on the
Web), which is privately owned, and Participatório: Observatório Participativo da Juventude (Participatory: Youth Participatory Surveillance), which is the result of an initiative by the government
through the Secretaria Nacional da Juventude – SNJ (National Youth Secretariat). From these
examples, this study aims to analyze the use of the internet for the creation, organization and
dissemination of social and political participation and online activism in Brazil. It is understood
that the websites are limited and that online tools are not used to their full potential. However,
considering a context of citizenship and online participation, it is possible to verify that the architecture of those websites encourages participation - even without civic engagement – and can be
a step forward towards an enhanced civic practice.
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Introduction

Contemporary social dynamics is stimulated by the participation of individuals in
political and social movements and projects that form sources of innovation and patterns, generating democratic and civil knowledge, justifying analyses that emphasize the
focus on networks of articulation and communication established by the subjects in their
daily practice. Therefore, the study of such networks becomes essential to understand
the factors that contribute to trigger learning and the emergence or intensification of participation culture values. Participation is a collective social action that has its genesis in
a series of characteristics, among which we can highlight its shared strategies, organization, historicity, ties and identities. These characteristics added to a society project lead
the social actors to approach these collective actions and act actively or occasionally with
social movements, the political decision-making spaces and the most diverse contexts
where a democratic and civil action is necessary.
A number of sociopolitical actions have been strengthened and potentiated by
internet support, with use of its network architecture to disseminate information and
promote collective discussion. From this tool, it was possible to propose and organize
actions and broaden the channels of participation. Pereira (2011, p. 16) explains that the
potential of the internet focuses on “reaching individuals, at first with no political links
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to the classic institutions of civil society organization, who are willing to participate in
specific actions of protest, cybernetic or not, provided that they are ‘properly’ convinced
to do it, and presenting some identity with their interests and perceptions of the world”.
It stands out here that this engagement or linkage is fundamentally based on the freedom “of the non-formal militant to engage when and wherever he wants without the high
costs of formal participation”. The author also highlights that the cyber actions may or
may not extend to a participation outside the internet, “but this is not a presupposition
required by the movements, and the non-participation does not require any form of penalty” (Pereira, 2011, p. 16).
Therefore, the fundamental importance of the internet as a tool for dissemination
of informational content of political and social nature, as well as a support to organize
collective actions, is recognized. To understand how the internet tools and digital media
contribute to this scenario of political and social participation in Brazil, we identified two
websites: the first, privately owned, characterized by a channel with participation of citizens in government issues, aiming to strengthen the struggle for citizenship and social
justice: the Vote na Web (Vote on the Web); the other, presenting a government initiative,
launched by the Secretariado Nacional da Juventude (SNJ) (National Youth Secretariat),
the Participatório: Observatório Participativo da Juventude (Participatory: Youth Participatory Surveillance), which aims to produce information on youth from the participation of
young people, being a channel for them to participate in government issues. From the
examples of the Vote na Web and Participatório, this study aims to reflect on the use of the
internet for the creation, organization and dissemination of political and social participation and online activism in Brazil.
It can be said that the collective actions are healthy within a plural political and
social environment as the Brazilian and design political actors who will demand the government the realization of civil, political and social rights guaranteed by law. It is a component resulted from maturing democracies. “The change in understanding the organization and the social collective action occurred mainly as a result of transformations in
the international political scene”, points out Machado (2007, p. 254), which emphasizes
the observed intensification of forces verified when “with the end of the Cold War and the
emergence of symbiosis between western democracy and capitalism, social movements
gradually came to be seen as important social actors for the promotion of civil rights and
citizenship” (Machado, 2007, p. 254).
Classical sociology adds complexity to the study of collective social actions. According to Max Weber (1978, p. 139), social action must be understood as every action
“with proper sense, directed to the action of others”. The sense is given by the actor to
the action, which leads him to choose principles, procedures and purposes. Social action differs from all other forms of action because its agent is aware of what he chooses,
and actions can be assessed according to the degree of awareness of the agent about its
meaning. Shared identities can strengthen the feeling of belonging, which would tend
to encourage participation. The complexity arises when we seek to understand the complicated relationship among social movements, identity and participation. The Brazilian
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researcher Cicilia Peruzzo (2013) points out that such actions indicate the existence of a
collective organization that implies shared identities and mobilization and communication strategies.
The structure of the internet network enables the articulation of social actors in inter and correlated ways. According to the Spanish sociologist Manuel Castells (2006, pp.
108-109), this paradigm presents certain essential characteristics: “information is its raw
material, the effects of new technologies have high penetration, predominance of logic
networks, flexibility, increasing convergence of technologies”.
The features of Web 2.0 facilitated the creation and circulation of content to internet
users, who can act as readers, authors, producers and editors of multimedia information
content. The user is no longer thought as a passive agent, but as a content developer.
The second generation of online tools, characterized by digital media, enhances forms of
publications, sharing and organizing information, and expand the spaces for collaboration among participants. It intensifies the promise of creating a collective intelligence,
or the collective construction of knowledge. Through interaction, communities formed
around specific interests will be able to support a cause, discuss individual or collective
relevant topics, lead public opinion to reflect and disseminate political and social information (Valente & Mattar, 2007).
Web 2.0 tools are organizing and promoting the development of new digital media
and virtual social networks, as the costs of mobilization of social actors are reduced. The
policy action through technologies “becomes cheaper, faster, and therefore more accessible to groups that are not part of the institutionalized political system”, according to
Pereira (2011, p. 14). The networks that integrate this logic have coordinating and mobilizing potential and, according to Brazilian sociologist Ilse Scherer-Warren (2006, p 115),
“for being multiform, they approach social actors – from the local to the global levels,
from different types of organizations – and enable the dialogue of diversity of interests
and values”.
These tools are redesigning and redefining the creation and dissemination of online
social activism, creating interesting new, more personalized, social and flexible transmission opportunities, with an information sharing nature. Through the internet, the ideological censorship and editorial policies of traditional media, such as television, radio
and print media can be overcome. With the new ICT (Information and Communication
Technologies), it is expected, according to their potential, to disseminate the information
contents with maximum exchanges, seeking interaction, support, criticism, suggestions
that, in the case of social activism, means to express, by its actors, in the most diverse and
comprehensive form, the struggle for the concretization of citizenship (Moraes, 2000).
In contemporary society, the organization of social actors in virtual communities
and social networks “has allowed political activism to be organized so that time, financial, spatial, ideological and identity constraints can be overcome, contributing to the
expansion of activities to levels a few sometimes imagined before” (Pereira, 2011, p.
19). This scenario, in which information and communication plays a decisive role, is
produced from the interaction in virtual social networks and use of digital media, which
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connects people and social movements, can have a remarkably democratic nature.
Participation, activism and internet

The social changes occurred especially in the last three decades were caused by severe inclusion of information technologies in the society. These changes have led to the
spread of information and communication in a very dynamic way and have even raised
the connection of society through a large network. For this reason, some scholars point
information as the raw material of this society, so it is possible to quote Castells (2006,
p. 21) when he states that “the generation, processing and transmission of information
becomes the main source of productivity and power”.
Castells (2006) highlights the penetrability of the effects of new technologies. This
penetrability is due to the fact that communication is a characteristic of the human being
and that this would be shaped by technological means. The organization of the network
is also a characteristic of this society, that is, a logic that seems ideal to collective communication. This logic organizes the communication in order to keep it flexible. Flexibility is another feature described by this author. On this, he states that the processes
are reversible without the destruction of what is already done, which requires a constant
networking system reorganization capacity. Finally, there is the convergence of specific
technologies into a highly integrated system. In this case, the integration of technologies
in several areas of knowledge are configured as constant for the production of knowledge
(Luvizotto & Carniel, 2013).
Conversation and discussion environments have become an important subject of
research, once communication spaces reveal social traits and dynamics. The concept
of participation exists before the internet, but the technical possibilities of this medium broadened the debate and gave rise to new discussions environments and analysis
methodologies.
Participation and its forms change according to the possibility of reaching different
social subjects who identify themselves with a particular cause, or are simply aware of
their role as citizens and the need to participate. Thus, it is discuss the concepts of participation before and after the internet, specifically with the advent of Web 2.0.
“Participation” has a broad sense, it can be cultural, social or political. For Bordenave (1983, p. 23), “participation is to be part, take part or have part”. For him, it is useless “to be part” without “taking part”, such as someone who is part of a group but does
not take part of the group’s decisions. Participation is linked to activity and engagement.
Participation would be innate to human beings because of their creative and rational
needs and democracy would be a state of participation (Bordenave, 1983). For Demo
(1996, pp. 19-20), “participation implies commitment, involvement, presence in actions
sometimes risky and even reckless”. In this sense, we can say that the exercise of citizenship passes directly through the participation of the people and their demands.
It is possible to see that current generations exert part of their expressive rights
through the Internet. Web 2.0 serves as a major attraction for the articulation of social
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movements, because the collective interaction through communities formed around
specific interests, to support causes, and to discuss individual issues or issues of collective relevance, thus leading the public reflection and disseminate political and social
information, is possible (Luvizotto, 2015).
Considering the internet and digital media, the forms of communication and information consumption have changed, being no longer unilateral – nature of the mass
media – and become more participative and democratic. Even if it is limited, considering
the problems of access to network, accessibility, usability and user’s knowledge, the internet enables the participation and interaction among people, being a fast and practical
form of communication without geographical barriers. This online environment changed
the way subjects and social groups express their political and social demands. In this
context, the activism appears with privileged space on the internet and the role of social
movements becomes more comprehensive, occupying online spaces (on the internet)
and offline (on the streets).
It is understood activism as taking part in an action aiming at a social transformation. It means to participate, act, discuss, decide and implement actions defending an
idea, a cause or ideology. This idea can be political, social, religious or of any identity
feature. Thus, there are several ideas that can motivate an activist action as the environmental, feminist, black movement, LGBTT (Lesbians, Gays, Bisexuals, Transvestites
and Transgenders) movement, legal activism, anti-capitalism causes, among others. For
Mansbridge (1990, p. 229) “activists are those who participate in public life beyond the
election periods. They are those who identify with a social movement, which engage with
its causes and support them effectively”.
The actuation of social movements, which Brazilian sociologist Maria da Glória
Gohn (2003, p. 13) defines as “collective social actions presenting social, political and
cultural characteristics that enable different forms of the population to organize and
express its demands”, is a form of activism. The actions of social movements can be
expressed in the form of protests, strikes, manifestations, occupations of public or private spaces, and may use violence or not. For Young (2001, p. 672), “more than the
agreement among those who support the existing power structures, it is necessary to
confront them in public spaces through public manifestations, such as protest walks,
boycotts and other direct actions”. The peaceful work done by social organizations and
civil associations, structured NGOs or groups fighting and working for a cause, without
necessarily being part of a social movement, are also forms of activism.
Reflecting on social mobilization, stands out Scherer-Warren, who presents an organization of civil society mobilized at three levels:
•

The first level – local activism: community movements and NGOs fighting for “social or cultural
causes of daily life” (Scherer-Warren, 2006, p. 110). As an example of this level, the author highlights
the cores of the landless, homeless, picketers movements, solidarity enterprises and neighbourhood associations.

•

The second level – inter-organizational organizations: “civil society forums, the national NGO associations and networks of networks” (Scherer-Warren, 2006, p. 111), which are linked to empower
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civil society. At this level there is the necessary mediation for more institutionalized partnerships
between the society and the State.
•

The third level – mobilization in the public sphere: the articulation of all these social actors who
seek something beyond conciliatory institutional organization and depart for large manifestations,
aiming to have media visibility and to apply political pressure (Scherer-Warren, 2006, p. 111). As an
example of the third level, it is indicated the Slutwalk, the LGBTT Pride Parade, and the manifestations on June 2013 in Brazil in an even more extreme level.

Resources and technological information tools have been enhanced rapidly democratizing the access to information in an unprecedented manner. With the advent of the
internet and Web 2.0 tools, the information ceases to concentrate on mass media and
large media conglomerates and the possibility of production, selection and interaction
to its users is offered, generating new content and information sources. Today, NGOs,
social movements and activists can spread their ideas to the world, providing information in their own way. Alternative and independent news agencies emerge to challenge
versions of traditional media, such as the NINJA media, Jack Independent Media (Jack
Mídia Independente) and several blogs and counterhegemonic websites.
The Brazilian researcher Maria Eugenia Rigitano highlights that activists use the
World Wide Web for “being able to spread information and claims without mediation,
in order to seek support and mobilize for a cause; create spaces for discussion and exchange of information; organize and mobilize people for online and offline actions and
protests” (Rigitano, 2003, p. 3). This type of activism is called digital or online activism.
In other words, online activism is the appropriation of the tools available on the internet
for articulation, organization, discussion and communication among activists in defense
of their demands.
The internet and digital media enable a new understanding and meaning for participation, for democracy, for activism and collective identities. From Web 2.0 tools, characterized by the interaction and collaboration, it is possible to participate in online and
offline collective social actions (Rothberg, Luvizotto & Vanzini, 2014): online, since the
internet connectivity structure allows to break down the time and space barrier, allowing any social actor to manifest and deliberate on several issues and social contexts. It
is possible to be part of virtual groups that have a motivation, a collective identity and
self-represent there, discuss, propose, learn and organize actions. Off-line, since being
part of a social group with identity link the actor can post videos, pictures and all kinds of
informational content in real time and make public that moment that only the offline participants would be able to know, but with the use of internet it becomes public domain,
providing tools for political and social participation.
After discoursing on participation, activism and how digital media support to these
social actions, there are two examples of digital information environments that call
themselves citizen participation environments: the Vote na Web and Participatório: Observatório Participativo da Juventude. From these examples, it is expected to understand
how digital media are changing the scenario of participation and activism in Brazil.
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‘Vote na Web’ website

The Vote na Web (www.votenaweb.com.br) is a website created in November 2009
to make public Brazilian National Congress bills, where the citizen can know the projects
through a brief summary and vote symbolically if he agrees or disagrees with the proposals of the parliamentarians.
The site was developed by a company that focuses on the use of digital technologies for the creation of citizen participation channels in private or government institutions called Webcitizen. One of the main features of the website is the fact that the
Brazilian National Congress bills are presented in a more simple and objective language,
allowing users to follow the discussions of the House of Representatives and the Senate.
In May 2010 the project was invited to be presented at the Gov 2.0 Expo event
in Washington, D.C., which is co-produced by O’Reilly Media Inc. and UBM TechWeb.
According to information available on the website itself, the Vote na Web was the only
Brazilian initiative invited to attend this event aimed to disseminate internet tools that
stimulate the participation of society in politics. After the presentation of the project in
Washington, the Webcitizen was invited by the UNO to take part in a workshop on civic
engagement in Barcelona, between June 21 and 23, called “Involving citizens in Development Management and Public Governance to achieve the Millennium Development
Goals”. According to data collected on August 25, 2016, the site has more than 740,000
registered users, more than 10 million and 500,000 votes computed, more than 340,000
comments and 6,340 registered projects. These figures suggest that the website has a
significant visibility and enables the interaction between users, as it can be seen by the
large number of comments left on bills throughout the site. Many of these comments
were made by users who wanted to talk with each other and express an opinion, agreeing
or not with the comment made by another citizen.
The Vote na Web is presented as a site of civic and non-partisan engagement, which
aims to promote citizen participation and is committed to take the results of civil participation to the Congress. In addition to make public bills in the Brazilian National
Congress, the website allows the citizen to vote, symbolically, whether he agrees or not
with the proposals of the parliamentarians. The results for Yes or No votes by the users
is displayed in graphics. Moreover, it is possible for internet users to compare their votes
with each other and with the deputies and senators. Projects are read by analysts, who
produce an overview and a summary of each of them. Then they are open to voting by
the users and updated with the votes of deputies and senators as soon as they pass by
the houses of Congress.
One of its main features are the summaries presented, formulated by analysts –
from the original bill text – seeking to translate the terms used into a language closer to
the one of the public. When the law is appreciated by a vote in the Chamber of Deputies
and in the Senate, the website shows a comparison between the vote of legislators and
the vote of users.
An important point of Vote na Web website architecture is that it allows the computation of votes to be visualized in a general parameter of users, but also divided into
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categories of gender, age and state. In addition to these possibilities, there is a map of
Brazil with the division of votes according to the state that presents the differences of the
voting by a scale of colours. Other aspects of the architecture of the said website can be
cited, such as the division of the bills presented in categories such as economy, health,
labour, cities, culture, sport, transport, among others. On the site, there are also two
search tools, including pre-established or keywords filters. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate how
the projects are presented on the website.

Figure 1: Presentation Bill on the Vote na Web site1

The Vote na Web aims to be an interactive, informative, participative portal and use
Web 2.0 tools to fulfil its proposal. Its design is simple and intuitive, so that users have
no major difficulties and obstacles to use it. Figure 3 presents the commenting tool available on each bill. After voting whether the bill is approved or not, the user can classify the
project according to six categories: urgent, relevant, brave, unworkable, irrelevant and
clueless. Moreover, the citizen can comment his vote and/or dialogue with other users.
This tool allows interaction between users, but it is important to note that not all users
respect the debate and use the tool in an appropriate way.
1

Retrieved from http://www.votenaweb.com.br/projetos/plc-5069-2013
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Figure 2: Presentation of the vote on the Bill, according to citizens – Graphics2

Figure 3: Presentation of the vote on the Bill, according to citizens – Commentary3

2

Retrieved from http://www.votenaweb.com.br/projetos/plc-5069-2013

3

Retrieved from http://www.votenaweb.com.br/projetos/plc-5069-2013
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The information is placed in an objective manner, without too much information
and tools are available to speed up access by providing an access link to the bill in full
and, if the user is looking for a specific law or parliamentarian, there is also a search
engine to help. After login, which can be done through registration or through the social
networks Facebook or Google+, it is possible to freely browse the site and use all its
resources.
Despite being a site of easy interaction, it is necessary to ask how the summaries of
the projects are developed and which is the effectiveness of this information for stimulating and enlightening citizens when he is going to vote and comment. Since the summary
is drawn from the subjective logic of someone, it is necessary to ask what elements are
representative for this subject, to the point of integrating the summary. It is possible that
other elements of the draft law in full, also relevant, are outside of this summary, as it
follows the logic of subjective someone and may not reflect the logic of other citizens.
Participatório – Observatório Participativo da Juventude website

Protests and manifestations that took place in Brazil in June and July 2013 were
succeeded by several reactions of representatives at different levels of government. At
that moment there was a chance that some sectors of public communication materialize their projects. So the Participatório: Observatório Participativo da Juventude website
emerged; it is an online platform launched in August 2013 as part of the response of the
General Secretariat of the Presidency of the Republic to the protests that took the Brazilian streets in the middle of that year.
Created by the Secretariado Nacional da Juventude (SNJ), organ of General Secretariat of the Presidency of the Republic, with the publication in the Brazil’s Official Gazette
by Ministerial Act 42, the Participatório (http://participatorio.juventude.gov.br) is an “interactive virtual platform dedicated to the production of knowledge on youth and for the
youth itself, through participation and social mobilization” (Article 2 of the Ministerial Act
42), which “aims to promote spaces for participation, knowledge production, mobilization and dissemination of content for topics related to youth public policies” (Article 3).
The Participatório relates its creation as a response to the recent visibility phenomenon of dissatisfaction of social sectors in public life, as the website could help mediate
the dissatisfaction that made people go to the streets, to propose a supposedly organized method to channel political participation and welcome the desire to influence the
direction of public policies that matter to young people.
Apparently, according to the underlying logic of the official argument, the Participatório would be another step in the path of participation initiated by the federal government on a range of opportunities that could render other forms of mobilization
unnecessary, such as autonomous manifestations observed in the streets (Rothberg,
Luvizotto & Vanzini, 2014). Digital public communication would play the role of catalyzing and organizing youth political expression, thus removing the risk of not submissive
manifestations through the provision of allegedly permanent and reliable channels, “the
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Participatório will make public consultations on issues that are on the agenda of SNJ in
order to know the opinion of youth and, in this sense, young people may, in fact, to support the actions of the Secretariat and the formulation of public policies” (Participatório,
2013). In other words, by proposing a supposedly organized method to channel political
participation and welcoming the desire to influence the direction of public policies that
matter to young people, the Participatório could help to pacify the dissatisfaction that
took the streets.

Figure 4: Home page of the website Participatório4

The Participatório website features sidebars highlighting three main sections: Participatory: what it is, news, digital library, documentation centre, electronic journal, youth
informs bulletin, researchers network, partners, contact, discussions, publicize this page;
4

Retrieved from http://participatorio.juventude.gov.br
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Subjects: security, education, labour and income, culture, field and city, communication
and technology, diversity and equality, sport and recreation, environment, social participation, health; Content Central: audios, videos, images, publications, legislations, public
notices, digital library, statistical data.
In addition, it features a bottom menu with four options, highlighting two of them:
Youth portal: about the portal, terms of use, responsible bodies, legislation, participatory, Conjuve, Coijuv, youth alive, youth station, rural youth, international policy; and
Social media: facebook, twitter, youtube, flickr, issuu, rss, what is it? Figure 4 presents
the website.
Currently, the website has more than 24,000 registered users and 500 divided into
540 communities. In general, sharing resources and exchanging information among users on the website pages is low: many communities have only one member, the one who
created the community and there are no interactions. Although the verification of activities and resources used on the website might suggest potential online activism, more active participation in the form of insertion and exchange of content cannot be overlooked
as an effective indicator of interest and engagement. Figure 5 shows some communities
of the portal:

Figure 5: Communities in the Participatório website5

The Participatório is presented as a tool that have benefits from new information
and communication technologies (ICT), although improvements to be revealed by future research are necessary. Although the Participatório use new ICT to increase political
engagement and participation, with the promise of bringing young people in political
and social discussions proposed by the federal government, it is noted that its use was
5

Retrieved from http://juventude.gov.br/search/communities
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insufficient to date and this indicates that many efforts should be employed to achieve
the objectives that the website wants to achieve.
Conclusion

The internet gives users the ability to produce information, not just the opportunity to consume it. It is observed that the online platforms of Web 2.0 and digital media
were taken for discussion and debate of several issues and representing the diversity
and plurality of social subjects. It is understood that, even in a limited way because of its
connectivity infrastructure and aspects of the website’s information architecture, such as
accessibility and usability, the internet enables participation and real interaction among
its users, being a fast and practical way of communication and without geographical and
temporal barriers.
Currently, a significant portion of political and social movements and groups articulate their actions through the internet, setting up the so-called online social activism. The
network connectivity infrastructure, the current Web feature, the new technologies of information and communication and digital media, prove to be a technological apparatus
that enables the communication of social actors in the process of creation, organization
and dissemination of their political and social demands.
Governmental and non-governmental initiatives such as the Participatório and Vote
na Web are being spread around the world. It is possible to quote, among the several
initiatives, the NHS Citizen, from England (https://www.nhscitizen.org.uk), a national
program aimed at citizen participation in health-related issues; the Question Bridge,
from the United States of America (http://questionbridge.com), an online platform for
black men of all ages and backgrounds to express their views on life in America, under
multiple aspects; and the Voice of Kibera, from Nairobi, in Africa (http://voiceofkibera.
org), a project in partnership with several non-governmental organizations which aims
to give voice to residents of Kibera, one of the largest slums in Africa, by aggregating
reports, community media, news and information and experience exchange among citizens. Quickly checking the NHS Citizen, Question Bridge and Voice of Kib websites
and comparing their architecture with the architecture of the Participatório and Vote na
Web websites, it is possible to realize that all of them present Web 2.0 tools and, in its
genesis, were developed to promote the participation of citizens on matters in the most
diverse social instances. They have significant access, but as in the Brazilian examples, it
is observed that conversation tools could be better used.
The digital information environments must be designed and programmed in order
to assist the interactions between subjects. So, in addition to allow free conversation
among users, they should provide tools to assist in the participation process, being appropriate environments for social movements and activists to express their demands and
extend their range and discussions. These tools are closely related to the architecture of
the website and the information provided to stimulate discussion, since the participant
must also have access to information that enables criticism and decision-making. This
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study suggests that, in the Brazilian case, the Web 2.0 technologies assist the process
of political and social participation, serving of social movements and activists if used in
their totality, with the full potential of the tools of interaction and collective construction
of knowledge. Nevertheless, none of this have an effect on the participation if there is not
the will and the mobilization of citizens to participate.
It is concluded that the websites presented have limitations and that online tools
are not used in their full potential. But, from the context of citizenship and online participation, it is possible to verify that the architecture of websites promotes participation,
even without civic engagement, and that the communicative and interactive processes
involved in this online platform are a step towards a broader citizen practice. First and
foremost, we need to develop a culture of participation and strengthen the mechanisms
of participation that exist in our society, in schools, in neighbourhood associations, in
civil society organizations and in all government bodies.
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